BURROWED OUT

A great deal of the work of the Albuquerque Game Protective Association to create a wild fowl refuge in the outskirts of the city has been nullified. Three of the wild geese and three of the wild ducks kept in the refuge have disappeared. The remains of one of them were found in the enclosure surrounding the pond. No trace of the others was found.

If this depredation was the work of a human vandal it is greatly to be condemned. The effort of many weeks of labor on the part of Albuquerque sportsmen has been almost wiped out. If it was the work of wild animals or dogs, it can only be regretted.

It is difficult to conceive of a human vandal, however, sanguine enough to perform such an act.

Luís Angel Pirpo has developed a mania for speed since buying a new automobile in Paris. The Wild Bull of the Pampas was never accused of having any mania for speed in the ring.

Young Stribling, Georgia schoolboy boxer and conqueror of Mike McGigue in two bouts, outpointed Jim Delaney of St. Paul in a 13 round bout Wednesday night. Jim Delaney is the boy who toyed with Billy Steele, Omaha beef trust, for a little more than a round here last year, then slowed the big boy away.

Delaney is only another of the numerous light heavyweights who will knock McGigue for a whole township of shamrocks if they ever coax Mike into the ring with him. Delaney is, just about as Irish as Mike.